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The Valenzuela City School of Mathematics and Science also referred to as ValMaSci, is a specialized.

Medicinal Uses of Garlic Garlic does indeed have scientifically-proven medicinal properties. They also
prevent harmful bacteria, known as pathogenic bacteria, from establishing themselves in the intestine. The
kamias extract did not exhibit antibacterial properties against E. Then, the garlic bulbs underwent the same
procedure. Cabalar, Vincent A June â€” March  Archived from the original on September 3,  Many things had
happened since then. Also it is used on bites of poisonous creatures. Tan thundered before Thursday Club
members, who could not help but marvel at the modern facilities and equipment of the school. Before the end
of school year â€”08, Arneil D. The tour guide explained the extent of the battle; it was a major turning point
in point in the Philippine-American War. More thorough and carefully planned procedure for this type of
study 4. Numerous modern studies confirm that garlic has definite antibiotic properties and is effective against
many bacteria, fungi and viruses. It has modern facilities that enable students to get access to interactive smart
boards, tablet online learning, and WiFi hotspots. Statement of the Problem Main Problem: This study aims to
compare the effectiveness of kamias leaf extract and garlic extract as antibacterial agents against Escherichia
coli. It has state of the art laboratories for biology and general science, chemistry, physics and robotics,
speech, computer and mathematics. Null: The kamias leaf and garlic bulb extracts have equal statistical values
in the effectiveness of its antibacterial property against E. It was Polo, which literally means island. Gatchalian
responded saying "The reason is because we do better in math compared to science. This settlement grew to
become a major center during the Spanish colonial rule. The suspending medium used was 0. Archived from
the original on May 8,  Luistro praised the city's education program saying, "I am very much impressed by this
city's investment in education. Tan replacing him. Garlic appears to have anti-bacterial and anti-viral
properties. In traditional Malay medicine, they create an infusion of the fruit and leaves to remedy a cough, as
well as administer a tonic to women after they give birth. Modern scientists in numerous clinical trials have
concluded that eating garlic is a potent antioxidant. Tan, who refused to elaborate except to insist that its
construction is much lower compared to other public schools. The kamias leaf and garlic bulb extracts are both
not effective antibacterial agents against E. It contains a substance called Allicin, which has anti-bacterial
properties that are equivalent to a weak penicillin. City Government of Valenzuela. Valenzuela City School of
Mathematics and Science: Admission To be admitted to the Valenzuela City School of Mathematics and
Science, the applicant must be a bona fide resident of Valenzuela City; must not have a grade in any subject
during his elementary school lower than 85; and must pass the admission exam. Elsewhere, they are applied
on bites of poisonous creatures.


